LEVEL 1: THE START SCREEN
What is InterGalactiCon San Diego?
InterGalactiCon San Diego is a fan convention that opens the door to an intimate
universe for nerds, made by fans and for fans. We invite you to Free Your Fandom™ at
a next-generation con where you can relax, interact and participate without the stress of
larger shows.
Join us and geek out on the coolest stuff from every known universe like only we know
how. We’re a place for all kinds of fans to gather, see the things you want to see and
have some crazy imaginative fun together.

When and where?
InterGalactiCon launches into the fan galaxy on June 15-16, 2018, at the Town and
Country in San Diego, CA.
Press passes are available upon request.
Contact Angela Rivera at angela@gomixte.com or 619-254-3818.

LEVEL 2: THE QUEST
How much does InterGalactiCon cost?
To keep InterGalactiCon accessible to everyone, tickets are available for $25, $50 and
$90. Younglings 12 and under are only $10.

How many fans will be there?
InterGalactiCon is an alternative experience to bigger cons, allowing a maximum of
1,500 attendees to create a friendly, interactive and intimate atmosphere.

What Fandom Does InterGalactiCon Celebrate?
InterGalactiCon is a place for fans of every universe to come together. Everyone from
every tribe: from casual fans to hardcore nerds. Streamers, cosplayers, Trekkies,
501sters, LARPers and more.

LEVEL 3: CUT SCENE
The Vision of a Better Geek Galaxy
Made by fans, for fans, InterGalactiCon is a galaxy-wide rebellion to provide a new
experience to geek out the way we want. InterGalactiCon is designed to be more
relaxing and intimate than the bigger cons, and have broader appeal than smaller niche
cons.

LEVEL 4: BOSS BATTLE
The Founder’s Origin Story: Steve “Captain” Kirk
Steve founded InterGalactiCon after decades in management,
including as a global executive for PlayStation, and two decades
building the hacker convention DEF CON from 150 attendees to
25,000.

The Guardian Council: A Rag Tag Team of Heroes
InterGalactiCon is designed and run by the Guardian Council, an international dream
team of nerds from every fandom, with the mission to build an interactive, intimate
fandom universe.
Together, the Guardian Council has more than 100 years of experience running
conventions and events. Even the head of the security team, known as “The Keepers,” is
a Knight trained in real-world lightsaber combat.

BONUS LEVEL: SPEAKER POWER-UP
•

Colin Cantwell - Designer of the Death Star

•

Claudia Christian - Babylon 5 actress

•

Colin Ferguson – Eureka actor and producer

•

Niall Matter – Eureka, Watchmen, Primeval: New World and The Predator actor

•

Noah Fleder - Independent filmmaker, martial artist and stunt man

View a complete list of speakers and exhibitors here.
Speakers and exhibitors may be available for interview upon request.
Contact Angela Rivera at angela@gomixte.com or 619-254-3818 for more information.
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